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The dangers of   
SUPPLY CHAIN

Non-Original 
Equipment 

Manufacturers 
(OEM) supply 

valve parts to the 
process industry at 

prices that are 30 
to 40 per cent less 
than the list price 
from the original 

manufacturer, and 
claim to meet or 
even exceed the 

quality of the 
original parts. 

The first part is 
certainly true, but 
the quality claim 

is questionable at 
best.

By Karl Lanes, Emerson

Although an inexpensive, replicated 
part may look the same as an original 
part and may fit into the valve being 
repaired, it does not meet the original 

valve manufacturer’s design specifications. There-
fore, it can cause leaks and prevent a valve from 
controlling properly, and often does not last as 
long as the OEM alternative would. It can also fail 
completely, preventing the valve from operating, 
and causing an entire process to be shut down 
at a cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars per 
day.
To duplicate a part, a non-OEM machine shop 
must first measure it to estimate all the proper 
dimensions. This can be accomplished with a co-
ordinate measuring machine (CMM), profilometer, 
and handheld gauges such as calipers (Figure 1), 
micrometers, gage blocks and plug gages. 

In most cases, the non-OEM machine shop may 
measure only one part. That part may be used, 
worn or damaged, especially if it was removed 

from a valve under repair. The worn part is likely 
to be significantly out of spec. But even if the 
measurements are accurate and correctly identify 
the part’s dimensions, this does not represent the 
part’s complete design specifications. 
Dimensional tolerances typically follow a normal 
statistical distribution (Figure 1), so a new part 
fits into the blue area of the chart, within 0.005 
in. of the design spec, for example. The part be-
ing measured, therefore, could be to the left or 
right of the design spec. If a machinist measures 
only one part, especially if it’s worn, it could be 
out of tolerance (outside the blue area). 

If the measured part falls into the left-hand por-
tion of the design spec—even if it’s within toler-
ance—when it is actually machined it could fall 
out of tolerance (see Figure 2). This is because 
of the inherent variability in machine tools, and 

Measuring a used valve part – especially with calipers – 
can be an inexact science.
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 non-OEM valve parts
machining tolerances. The design tolerances 
of OEM valve parts are extremely tight, so 
even slight inaccuracies can affect the qual-
ity of a part. 

Impossible to replicate
When a part is machined by the original 
valve manufacturer, quality control checks 
comparing measurements to design specs 
will detect a part out of tolerance. A non-
OEM replicator, who does not have the 
design drawings, can only check that the 
machined part closely matches the one mea-
sured. Even if they measure a brand-new 
part, they can still produce a substandard 
replicate part.
When a non-OEM produces a substandard 
part, it might just adversely affect a single 
valve produced for one customer. But if 
the non-OEM continues to use the same 
measurements to supply similar parts to 
multiple customers, it could be distributing 
substandard parts widely.
Emerson is often called upon to evaluate 
failed parts from non-OEM suppliers. After 
evaluating dozens of substandard parts, 
our engineers made a statistical analysis on 
the re-engineering process of measuring a 
machined part’s dimensions. The analysis 
determined that when a machinist tries to 
measure an OEM part to duplicate it, it’s al-
most impossible to replicate each dimension 
of the OEM part, since the machinist has no 
idea which side of the tolerance that specific 
part’s dimension was machined to originally.
Standard statistical principles state 30+ 
samples from any given population are 
needed to produce a statistically accurate 
result. In this instance, the engineering team 
calculated that it would take measurements 
from 35 unique and new OEM parts of the 
same part number to determine the actual 
manufacturing tolerances. But this still 
doesn’t yield the design specifications. Also, 
it’s highly unlikely that the non-OEM replica-
tor would purchase 35 OEM parts just to sell 
one part, let alone duplicate that investment 
for literally thousands of valve parts.

The tolerance stack
Another failure analysis involves what is 
called the tolerance stack. This impacts 
many control valve designs using multiple 
parts to properly seal pressure-containing 
joints or other key interfaces. Tolerance 
stack is often used to help answer the 

Figure 1: Statistical analysis of dimensions of a new part (left). A part measured after machining must fall 
into the blue area of the chart, within ±0.005 in. of the design spec in this example. Any parts that might 
fall outside the blue area are discarded in manufacturing. Even if a part is measured accurately, when it’s 
machined additional variances are added which could easily cause an out of tolerance dimension (right).

Figure 2. A PMI gun can identify the alloy being used in a valve part. Here, it is analyzing the valve body of a 
Fisher™ valve. 
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question, “How important is a single parts 
dimension and tolerance when it’s off by 1 
or 2 thousandths of an inch?” 
Control valve designs use a reference dimen-
sion in the assembly, a key dimension that 
all other parts dimensions and tolerances 
are designed to and then tested against 
within that valve assembly. Having the cor-
rect sealing compression on a gasket or O-
ring—through temperature cycles and normal 
operation, trim friction and wear—is key to 
safety, long service life and performance. If 
a non-OEM happens to get a part machined 
close to but outside the design drawing 
dimension, the part will be almost always 
be tested in service by their customer, often 
with a premature failure caused by that 
single component. 
Non-OEM replicators may get close on one 
or two parts tolerances by measuring single 
parts and making their own drawings, and 
may even get lucky and hit a few measure-
ments on the nose. But, they have no idea 
how a shift in the combined part dimensions 
will impact safety and valve performance 
when all the parts are put together in a 
valve assembly. And of course, they do not 
test the valves after their parts are installed 

to find out if it’s up to spec because this 
would be impossible without the original ref-
erence dimension, as well as a testing lab.

Material measurements
By using a positive material identification 
(PMI) gun, non-OEMs can scan a part to 
identify the composition of the alloy. A PMI 
gun is an X-ray fluorescence analyzer used 
to analyze, identify and display chemical 

composition and grade. Unfortunately, that’s 
all it can do. 
In the example above the ASTM A494 
specification for chemistry control and heat-
treating temperature control (Figure 2), but 
it can’t measure or identify any of the other 
processes and treatments involved when 
producing materials for valve parts, such as 
liquid penetrant (LP) examination and post 
weld heat treatment (PWHT). 

A PMI gun can identify only two of the material treatments and processes defined in ASTM A494 and used by 
valve manufacturers.

Failure modes

Here are some of the leading issues caused by dimensional 
and material problems in replicated non-OEM valve parts: 
1.  Poor control around setpoint
2.  Reduced service life
3.  Galling of metal
4.  Leaks
5.  Valve Failure

1.  Poor control around setpoint: 
Friction is the enemy of good control. Every valve manufacturer 
designs parts to minimize friction. A plug and cage are the best 
examples of where a dimensional issue can massively increase 
friction. Increased friction makes a valve harder to operate and 
can result in a valve actuator no longer able to position the valve 
to the set point sent by the control system. This type of issue 
would be quickly noticed by a customer when it is so excessive 
as to cause the valve to not operate. But most users will not no-
tice a set point deviation in the range of 5 % without specifically 
looking for it. This is particularly true if there is no mechanism in 
place to measure valve position.
A new valve, or one rebuilt to new specifications, will typically be 
able to hit setpoint within 1/8%. The difference between 5% and 
1/8% can in many cases be directly tied to operational waste; 
i.e., using more energy to operate the process, or generating 
product off spec. This impacts the bottom line, but can go unno-
ticed because it is very difficult to trace the problem back to the 
offending control valve. Plant personnel spend often spend many 
hours trying to tune a flow control loop to maintain setpoint 

before they realize the problem rests with a control valve not per-
forming to specification.

2.  Reduced service life:
Higher friction can quickly lead to increased wear and lower 
service life. It’s common for a valve manufacturer to harden 
mating or trim parts to increase their service life. The hardening 
processes by which this is done are very important. In the case 
of a hard overlay—typically a welding process—the thickness and 
application are critical to service life. If the overlay is too thick 
or too thin when applied, the overlay will be ineffective, and the 
parts will wear out prematurely. Valve manufacturers have the 
equipment and engineering capabilities to perform hardening 
correctly, but non-OEM replicators may not, and usually don’t 
have access to the specifications for overlays and other critical 
processes for reducing friction.

3.  Galling of metal: 
Galling is a very common problem that needs to be addressed 
in the original valve design, as there are always mating parts 
(see image). If a valve is installed in a process that requires 
hardened trim but the replicator doesn’t harden the parts, the 
parts can gall the surface and quickly fail. The PMI gun cannot 
detect how a part was hardened by the valve manufacturer and 
the non-OEM doesn’t have the hardening spec, so the hardening 
technique would likely go unidentified, and a premature failure 
could result. 

ASTM A494 FisherTM valve requirements

Raw Material Control ✔

Chemistry Control ✔ ✔

Heat Qualification Bend Test ✔

Liquid Penetrant (LP) Examination ✔

Heat Treat Temp Control ✔ ✔

Heat Treat Time Control ✔

Quench Method Control ✔

PWHT Major Repairs ✔

Weld Filler Control ✔

Interpass Temperature Control ✔

LP Examination Weld Repairs ✔
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Several other difficult to measure processes go into making valve 
parts, including surface finish of a valve stem, ion nitriding of a 
valve cage, honing, the use of vacuum furnaces to reduce oxida-
tion, and heat treating. Unless the non-OEM replicator has access 
to OEM design documentation, the machinists have no idea of the 
processes the valve manufacturer used to make a part. 

Conclusion
Most plants have dozens if not hundreds of control valves. Each of 
these valves requires ongoing maintenance because there are many 
moving parts, and many plants are tempted to use non-OEM parts 
replicators, thinking they are saving money.
While non-OEM parts may work in some cases, the parts are not 
equivalent to parts from the original valve manufacturer. Using 
substandard parts can cause the problems listed in the Table along 
with other issues, and the anticipated savings can quickly turn into 
higher costs and decreased safety.

Karl Lanes is senior director of global 
parts at Emerson where he’s responsible 
for Global parts distribution for their final 
control elements.

4.  Leaks:
Leaks through the packing or flanges due to substandard parts 
can cause operational waste, process control, safety, OSHA or 
EPA issues. One critical manufacturing process that can’t be 
easily measured or duplicated by a replicator is stem finish, 
which relates to packing life and leakage. Emerson engineers 
measured the surface finish on a non-OEM valve stem that 
failed: the replicated part measured 11 times rougher than the 
Fisher valve part. 

5.  Valve failure: 
A complete failure is rare but can happen when a replicator 
does not have the product expertise to understand design limi-
tations. This can lead to a dangerous plant situation, causing a 
plant to shut down, or causing a more serious incident. Most 
safety systems will catch a critical control valve failure, but 
they are designed to bring a plant to a safe shutdown and that 
means lost production time. 

Failure to harden trim 
components as intended 
by the OEM could result in 
galling of metallic surfaces, 
such as the trim and plug 
shown.
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